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Show Value, Build Trust 

Manuela Suter, CFO of Bucher Industries and Yves  
Gerster, CFO of Dufry: “A proactive and transparent 
stakeholder dialogue has helped us gain the trust of  
our partners during the pandemic.” 

Prof. David Bach, Dean of Innovation and Programs 
and Professor of Strategy and Political Economy, IMD 
Lausanne: “Customers, employees and other stakehold-
ers expect CEOs to show their colors.”

Dr. Suzanne Thoma, CEO of BKW: “If the numbers in a 
company are not adding up, doing ESG will be useless; 
no value will be created, and trust will be lost.”

Dr. Christoph Loos, CEO of Hilti: “The ownership for sustainability is fully anchored 
across the organization, which has enabled line functions to take initiative.”

The guiding theme for 2022 was "Show Value, Build 
Trust". How can companies create value in the face 
of increasingly diverse requirements and upheavals 
such as digitalization, climate change and the con-
tinual influx of new regulatory demands – today and 
in the future? And how can they gain the trust of 
stakeholders and retain their loyalty in the long term?

The opening speech by Prof. David Bach, IMD 
Lausanne, at the VIP lunch generated lively discus-
sions. In his keynote "CEOs in political crossfire", 
he addressed what stakeholders expect from the top 
management of a company nowadays: CEOs need 
to take a stance on controversial social and political 
issues and show that they live their values when 
circumstances demand it.  

The opening keynote by Hilti CEO Dr. Christoph 
Loos continued seamlessly in the large hall of the 
GDI. Experts from corporate communications, 
investor relations, finance, sustainability and gover-
nance learned first-hand why the globally positioned 
family-owned company Hilti incorporated sustai-
nability issues into its DNA at a very early stage and 
how it deals with them. Christoph Loos emphasized 
that the relevance of the measures must be in the 
foreground. For him, there cannot be successful 
reporting without consistent integration and un-
compromising implementation of the action program.  
In her keynote, which she mentioned was her last 

as CEO of BKW, the new Chairwoman of Sulzer, Dr. 
Suzanne Thoma, reported on how BKW has evolved 
over the past 10 years from a company weakened by 
structural change to a strong player in the Swiss 
electricity industry. She went into detail on how 
stakeholder confidence was regained by focusing 
on value-driving business areas, but also why it is 
almost impossible to invest in renewable energies 
in Switzerland and why BKW therefore feels com-
pelled to make significant investments in new tech-
nologies abroad.

In 2022, the five Breakout Sessions on practice-
oriented topics once more formed the core of the 
Geschäftsberichte-Symposium. Renowned experts 
from leading international companies such as ABN 
AMRO, BASF, Coca-Cola HBC, KPMG, Partners 
Group, Poste Italiane, Royal Schiphol Group and 
Swiss Life provided practical insights into current 
developments and trends in corporate reporting. 
How can a business model be communicated con-
vincingly in terms of content and visuals? How can 
the increasing requirements for non-financial re-
porting be implemented efficiently and with bene-
fits for long-term corporate positioning? What does 
it take for ESG information to gain and sustain in-
vestor confidence?

In the second part of the plenary session, Janine 
Guillot, CEO of the Value Reporting Foundation 
(VRF), joined live from New York to give an overview 
of key sustainability reporting initiatives, including 
the development of the International Sustainability 
Standards Board (ISSB) and opportunities for com-
panies to help shape the new ISSB standards. In the 
CFO Panel, Manuela Suter, CFO of Bucher Industrie, 
and Yves Gerster, CFO of Dufry, took the audience 
into the world of financial corporate governance. In 
particular, they discussed their insights from the 
two years of the pandemic, the further development 
of the CFO function as a guardian of corporate va-
lues, and how they master the increasing demands.

The humorous finale was a performance by 
cabaret artist Gabriel Vetter. As CEO, CFO, Chief 
Facility Officer, Head of Corporate Communication 
and Director of Catering at "FUN, FUN, FUN & Sons", 
he described, among other things, how difficult it is 
for him as a one-man company to achieve a female 
quota of 50%.

In 2022, the symposium was once again sup-
ported by loyal partners. Our special thanks go to 
our Platinum Partners FS Parker, Management  
Digital Data AG (MDD), NeidhartSchön and Super-
text, and the Gold Partners Diction and Sustainserv. 
With their commitment, they make an important 
contribution to the success of the Geschäftsberich-
te-Symposium.

On Monday, June 13, 2022, the  
Gottlieb Duttweiler Institute (GDI)  
in Rüschlikon near Zurich once again 
became a hub for everyone who  
wanted to get first-hand insights  
into the most important corporate  
reporting trends. With over 300  
participants, most of them on site  
but also via joining livestream, the 
13th Geschäftsberichte-Symposium 
set a new attendance record. 
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C C R  S E R V I C E S   
How we add value for our members 

N E W S  F R O M  T H E  C C R
The CCR becomes a member of the  

ISSB Technical Reference Group

Thomas Scheiwiller, member of the CCR executive 
and advisory board, became a member of the IFRS 
International Sustainability Standards Board (ISSB) 
Technical Reference Group. This Group will provide 
technical advice and support to ISSB board members 
and technical staff, and help shape the IFRS global 
standard for sustainability reporting. 

We would like to congratulate Thomas and will 
be happy to share first-hand insights from the ISSB's 
work with our member companies via our communi-
cation channels! 

We’re growing – welcome to  
our new CCR experts! 

The CCR membership base continues to grow – for 
the first time, over 60 corporate members are counting 
on the CCR’s expertise. To meet the increasing demand 
for advice from the CCR Helpdesk, especially in the 
area of sustainability reporting, the CCR expanded its 
personnel resources, strengthened its network of 
experts and adapted its internal organization. Dr. 
Irene Perrin joined the CCR team as a Senior Consul-
tant. She is a recognized expert in sustainability, inte-

"With a membership at the Center for Corporate Reporting, you 
get direct access to real reporting professionals. We value the 
CCR's expertise and, in particular, the high-caliber events that 
are always relevant in terms of content."

Marion Schihin, Head of Corporate Communications, Mobimo

"As a corporate member, we asked the CCR to analyze the content of our 
annual report and make best practice recommendations. The results of the 
in-depth analysis exceeded our expectations. The CCR was able to inspire 
us and lend valuable support, not only with regard to optimization potential 
but also in terms of practical recommendations for action." 

Joachim Matha, Head of Investor Relations, Valiant

The CCR supports its corporate members with 
tailored services and insights. Member questions 
that we answer include the following:

• Which regulatory developments and evolving 
reporting frameworks are relevant for us?

• What are "quick wins"when it comes to im-
proving our Annual or Sustainability Report? 

• Is "integrated reporting" really the holy grail? 
• How can we improve our online reporting 

and website to better reach our target groups? 
• What are best practices in terms of business 

model description and visualization? 
• What is "double materiality", and how can we 

implement it in a lean way? 

At the CCR, we help our corporate members navi-
gate the reporting landscape and find answers to 
open questions. We act as independent sparring 
partners, provide an external perspective, facilitate 
peer learning and offer support with company-
specific guidance. Insights from around 60 member 
companies, our network of topical experts and our 
own expertise help us provide answers to our mem-
bers' questions, and support them in creating value 
and excelling in their stakeholder communications.  

"The CCR takes a professional look at GF's corporate reporting, 
always keeping the goals of our strategy 2025 in mind. We parti-
cularly appreciate the CCR's in-depth analyses, which result in 
concrete recommendations for action, and we also value the 
uncomplicated cooperation."

Beat Römer, Head of Corporate Communications, Georg Fischer

grated reporting and stakeholder engagement. Irene 
has gained a wealth of experience working in a renow-
ned consultancy boutique and later in an SMI corpo-
ration, where she was most recently responsible for 
sustainability reporting.

In addition, we strengthened the CCR network 
with Dr. Michael Düringer, Steffen Rufenach, and the 
research and advisory organization ECOFACT:

• Dr. Michael Düringer brings many years of 
consulting expertise in the area of financial and 
sustainability communications and supports 
the CCR in related advisory projects. 

• Steffen Rufenach complements the CCR with 
broad expertise in ESG, sustainability strategy, 
rankings and ratings, provides project-related 
support and moderates member workshops 
and CCR events. 

• ECOFACT joined the CCR expert network to 
provide our members with the knowledge 
required to navigate and address ESG risks and 
regulations.
 

Visit our website to find more information about the 
new CCR experts. 

A warm welcome to the CCR!

I N T E R E S T E D  I N  B E C O M I N G  

A  C C R  M E M B E R ?  G E T  I N  T O U C H ! 

Scan the QR code to book a personal introductory conversati-

on, in which we can answer your questions about the CCR and 

describe our services and the various membership categories. 

We look forward to sharing our thoughts with you.

https://www.corporate-reporting.com/

firmenmitgliedschaft

S T A Y  U P  T O  D A T E

Follow us on LinkedInGet updates and inspiration by following the 
Center for Corporate Reporting (CCR) on 
LinkedIn. 

“Reporting Insights” – our quarterly e-update
Learn about events and get insights into trends 
and developments in the world of reporting 
directly to your inbox. Subscribe to our quarterly “Reporting Insights” 

here: https://www.corporate-reporting.com/
reporting-insights

Our members benefit from:

The unique CCR approach:

• Peer-to-peer learning from around  60 member companies• Sparring partner, second  opinions, trend monitoring,  research and workshops  • International network  of topical experts• Member fee-based model ensures an independent approach

We support our members to: 

• Access to knowledge, expertise and networks • Tailored advisory services
• Inspiring events with a focus on practical recommendations for action 

• Insights for daily work from research and  publications

• Navigate the corporate reporting  landscape and stay up to date on  the latest trends• Optimize their reporting and com- munication processes and products• Reinforce trust in the company• Create sustainable value for their  stakeholders


